
Minimal art can elicit feedback far beyond 
artists’ expectations. Paulo Monteiro’s 
two-gallery exhibition, titled “The Outside of 
Distance,” serves as an example. Among the 
works shown at Tomio Koyama Gallery, all 
produced in the last two years and all untitled, 
the epitome of Monteiro’s art is a series of 
small oil-painted wooden blocks running 
horizontally along the wall. The ends of each 
block are painted in colors that contrast with 
that of their main body: pink and orange 
juxtaposed with light blue, and so on. They 
are paintings with minimal composition as 
much as they are sculptures with little volume 
— their diminutive stature calls attention 
to the space they fill. By contrast, a small, 
thirty-by-forty-centimeter oil on canvas 
consists of a yellow mound in the lower half 
apparently applied over a pale blue ground, 
visible through a single vertical scrape of 
pigment — an undaub, as it were — balanced 
by a thick white streak along the top edge. 
More than their color, form and meaning, the 
sheer materiality of paint stands out here.

Monteiro wields Misako & Rosen’s 
temporary exhibition space as a compact 
showroom for works, again untitled, dating 
from 1990 to 2016. One wall comprises 
works on paper; painted bronze bars 
are mounted on another, along with 
combinations of small canvases and 
oil-painted wooden bars. The artist has 
remarked that “distance has outside 
and inside,” suggesting something 
unfathomable about the distance between 
objects. Yet as seemingly abstract and 
universal as Monteiro’s concept is, these 
untitled works fit seamlessly into Japan’s 
diminutive living spaces, in buildings without 
numbers on streets without names.

by Satoru Nagoya

When Neïl Beloufa agreed to inaugurate 
the Pejman Foundation’s future home, 
located in a former industrial building in 
downtown Tehran, currently undergoing 
reconstruction, one of his conditions was 
that the renovation should remain unfinished 
throughout the exhibition. In this way the 
artist continues to deconstruct political 
and economic systems, contesting their 
embedded hierarchies and contradictions.

Visitors are welcomed by a large 
metal grid over the main façade, along 
with a colorful collation of mundane, 
rationalized objects comprising rebar 
and resin. Perceiving a triptych of light 
boxes through the grid, we read “Yum” in 
graffiti mode. A consummate disruptor 
of conventions and stereotypes, Beloufa 
erases hierarchies of high and low, of 
respectable and popular culture, elevating 
scraps from the factory floor and elaborating 
sculptures inspired by domestic spaces. 

Despite his feature-length film Occidental 
(2017), which recently screened at the 
Berlinale, the artist’s filmmaking has tended to 
challenge traditional displays of moving image 
within larger installations. The Analyst, the 
researcher, the screenwriter, the cgi tech and 
the lawyer (2011) is reinstalled here in-situ, 
projected upward through a stack of Plexiglas 
panels observable from four different floors. 
By contrast, a new work, titled Restored 
(2017), looks at the codes underlying reality 
television. Filmed in a Qajar palace at Isfahan 
and merging Iranian cultural references 
with those of Western popular culture, the 
work forces us to confront our orientalist 
expectations. Young Iranians dress and 
behave as they might in any other TV series 
while a voice-over calling to mind Barack 
Obama problematizes their actions. The 
decision to film in black and white distances 
the viewer and, in a way characteristic of its 
auteur, veils the line between documentary 
and fiction. In an era increasingly defined 
by post-truth, this exhibition couldn’t 
feel more relevant in place and time. 
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The inaugural edition of the “Garage Triennial 
of Russian Contemporary Art” borrows a 
representative model of Soviet all-union art 
exhibitions. It attempts to speak for the whole 
country by bringing regionally produced art 
to the capital, asserting itself as a conduit for 
international exposure. This posture is even 
more pompous given that the majority of the 
artists discovered on the curators’ lengthy 
research trip were already known to their 
local publics. Since the term “national art” 
today presumes a form of institutionalized 
induction into the global art market, it comes 
as no surprise that the concomitant exhibition 
is a potpourri of eye-catching artworks 
that calls to mind a commercial art fair.

Yet in order to avoid anarchy or 
nominalism, the curators have attempted to 
group this mess into seven uncompromising 
“vectors.” By this subjective selection and 
taxonomy, as well as a rationale full of local 
art-historical references, these diverse 
practices have been subsumed under a 
national tradition. For instance, it takes for 
granted a continuity between such “master 
figures” as Anatoly Osmolovsky, Dmitri 
Prigov or Dmitry Bulatov and younger artists 
today. The group of works entitled “Personal 
Mythologies,” which actually attempts to 
undo the notion of “Russianness,” only 
succeeds in perpetuating this essentialist 
mythos via works by “incredible craftsmen,” 
such as Nikolai Panafidin’s entertaining 
kinetic sculptures. The only vector that 
“transcends cultural references tied to 
locality” is titled “Common Language,” 
but the lingua franca here seems to be 
identified not with contemporary art as such 
but rather with new technologies: iPhones 
(Zaurbek Tsugaev), corporate advertising 
(ASI), VR glasses (Kirill Makarov), etc. 
Despite this initiative’s laudable intentions, 
such a straw man reveals the most 
vulnerable aspect of the Triennial — that in 
withdrawing from global contemporaneity, 
it only further provincializes Russian art.
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